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GLOBAL DAY OF JEWISH LEARNING

Community Resource Guidebook



In memory of Ralph I. Goldman

We dedicate the Global Day of Jewish Learning to the 
memory of Ralph I Goldman, z’l.

There was only one title that Ralph Goldman claimed for himself: “civil servant 
of the Jewish people.” During his 100 years of life, Ralph both served and led 
the Jewish people, most notably at the helm of the American Jewish Joint 
Distribution Committee. More than almost anyone, he helped steer the course of 
20th century Jewry.
 
Ralph worked under Teddy Kollek, (later the legendary Mayor of united  
Jerusalem) as a purveyor of ships, arms and goods during the War of 
Independence. He then served David Ben-Gurion, Israel’s first Prime Minister,  
in securing American support for the newly-created Jewish State.
 
In later years, Ralph raised the funds to establish Israel’s high school system 
and its community centers. He promoted Israeli artists, writers and musicians. 
His wisdom and foresight—and his many communal connections—were key in 
establishing the Israel Museum. As the leader of the Joint, he created channels 
for Soviet Jews to emigrate and helped to lead the exodus of Ethiopian Jewry. 
Under Ralph’s aegis, the Joint expanded its work in Israel, Eastern Europe and 
Latin America.
 
Ralph adored the Jewish people—and profoundly loved its heritage. Steeped in 
the Bible, he would quote its verses in conversation. He opened cultural centers 
in the former Soviet Union. At a critical moment for the monumental endeavor of 
the Steinsaltz Hebrew Talmud—when a funding shortage threatened the entire 
enterprise—Ralph understood the enormous importance of this asset of Jewish 
culture and persuaded the JDC’s leadership to step in and make it accessible to 
every Jew.
 
We will always miss—we can never replace—Ralph’s shock of white hair, his 
dapper bow ties and his huge, huge grin. But as we name the Global Day of 
Jewish Learning in his memory, we are inspired by his life and lifted by his legacy.
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The Torah  
has a taste
for everyone.
Everyone,  
no matter
their level  
of learning, 
can interact
with the Torah.
—Rabbi Adin Even-Israel Steinsaltz
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SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 2018
For the ninth consecutive year, the Global Day of Jewish Learning will 
reach every corner of the Jewish world and bring Jews of all beliefs and 
backgrounds together in a day of study and unity. Thank you for putting  
your community on the map!

NOVEMBER 11, 2018—A DAY OF LEARNING FOR ALL JEWS
On November 11th, Jews across the world will come together in their communities to study Jewish texts and teachings. 
The guiding values of the Global Day of Jewish Learning are: fostering Jewish unity, empowering individuals through 
increased Jewish knowledge, and creating meaningful shared experiences. Our interest is to spark and nourish a love for 
Jewish learning - and to celebrate the unity that Jewish learning can achieve.

The Global Day is for all Jews regardless of educational background and religious affiliation. The classes are created for 
all audiences; no prior knowledge of Hebrew or Jewish text is necessary in order to participate. 

TThe 2018 theme is Extraordinary Passages: Texts and Travels. Each curricular unit will explore a different aspect of 
this theme and include discussion of a variety of Jewish texts.

HISTORY
A project of the Aleph Society, the Global Day was originally created as a one-time event to mark the completion 
of Rabbi Adin Even-Israel Steinsaltz’s monumental translation of and commentary on the Talmud. However, survey 
results spoke of a communal desire to continue Rabbi Steinsaltz’s mission — “Let My People Know” — through an 
annual Global Day of Jewish Learning. In 2017, some 500 communities participated! 

IN PARTNERSHIP
The Global Day is spearheaded by the Aleph Society. Organizing Partners include the American Jewish Joint 
Distribution Committee, Hillel International, the Jewish Federations of North America, and Shefa Institute. Active 
Jewish Teens (AJT), Partnership2Gether: The Jewish Agency Peoplehood Platform, Project Kesher, and See the Light 
are Community Partners. Additionally, over 30 supporting partner organizations, representing a broad spectrum of 
Jewry, encourage their members to organize or attend local events. 



Rabbi Adin Even-Israel Steinsaltz

RABBI ADIN STEINSALTZ 
Rabbi Adin Steinsaltz is internationally regarded as one of the leading 
scholars and rabbis of this century, and of the last. As described 
in Newsweek, “Jewish lore is filled with tales of formidable rabbis. 
Probably none living today can compare in genius and influence to Adin 
Steinsaltz, whose extraordinary gifts as scholar, teacher, scientist, writer, 
mystic and social critic have attracted disciples from all factions of 
Israeli society.”

Born in 1937 to a secular family, Rabbi Steinsaltz has authored more 
than 60 books and hundreds of articles on Jewish mysticism, religious 
thought, sociology, biography, and philosophy. The best known of these 
is his interpretation of the Talmud, the seminal work of Jewish culture. 
His The Thirteen Petalled Rose is considered a modern classic of Jewish 
mysticism. 

He is the first person since the medieval sage Rashi to have completed 
a full translation of and commentary on the Babylonian Talmud. This 

historic achievement was commemorated in 2010 by the inaugural Global Day of Jewish Learning, which has since 
become an annual international event in over 40 countries. 

Koren Publishers Jerusalem has recently launched the Koren Talmud Bavli, an English edition of the Steinsaltz 
Hebrew Talmud. The debut volumes garnered a 2012 National Jewish Book Award.

Other honors include Israel’s inaugural Israeli Presidential Award of Distinction, the Israel Prize and the French Order 
of Arts and Literature. Renowned as an original and open-minded thinker, Rabbi Steinsaltz has lectured and taught in 
hundreds of communities around the world.
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Shema: An Introduction and Overview

CURRICULAR HIGHLIGHTS—Extraordinary Passages: Texts and Travels

Torah is the shared inheritance of all the Jewish people.
         —Rabbi Adin Steinsaltz

The Global Day of Jewish Learning is a day of world-wide encounters with Jewish ideas and sacred texts. The Global 
Day of Jewish Learning reaches every corner of the Jewish world and bring Jews of all beliefs and backgrounds 
together in day of study and unity.

The 2018 theme is Extraordinary Passages: Texts and Travels. As Rabbi Adin Steinsaltz has explained:

o  Yes, each of us is at a different point, both geographically and on the chart of his or her own life. Truly, it 
doesn’t matter exactly where people are in terms of time and achievement, nor is the ratio between what 
they are capable of doing and what they have actually done all that important. Every person has a different 
personal graph, a whole different world map. What for one person is the past, for another person is a still-
distant future. 

o  The Exodus from Egypt is the departure from material and spiritual nothingness in the direction of a new 
and as yet unknown destination… The very desire for freedom was a tremendous revolution in the soul 
of this nation of slaves…. The slaves had neither knowledge nor understanding, yet they went out into an 
unknown and unmapped desert.

The Global Day curriculum will explore different aspects of the theme, offering source materials and questions for 
conversation. Facilitators will want to adapt these materials to suit the educational background and interests of their 
groups. Far from being frontal lectures, the Guide’s classes are meant to spark thought-provoking conversations. In 
keeping with Rabbi Steinsaltz’s diverse works, we will be drawing from a variety of primary texts and other sources. 
This year there will be curriculum units for adult learners and one each for elementary and middle school students.

We will ask questions like: Where do we come from and where are we going? What do the voyages of Biblical 
characters have to teach us about modern experiences? What are personal journeys I take?

The curriculum will be available in English, Hebrew, Russian, Spanish, French and German. Again, PJ Library will 
join us to offer a resource for family programming; this will be based on books addressing the theme and available in 
English.

 

Curricular Highlights and Content
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GLOBAL DAY COMMUNITY COMMITMENT & REGISTRATION
The goal of the Global Day of Jewish Learning is to enable all Jews to engage with our Jewish texts. Rabbi Steinsaltz 
began this process close to fifty years ago through his translation and commentary on the Talmud. We continue it 
today in our communities by learning our Jewish texts together on the Global Day of Jewish Learning and throughout 
the year.

WHY PARTICIPATE IN THE GLOBAL DAY OF JEWISH LEARNING?
Communities small and large mark one day on their calendar when differences can be left at the door and 
communities can come together to learn our shared Jewish texts. The Global Day is a non-threatening event  
where individuals have the ability to engage in Jewish learning—regardless of background or Jewish knowledge.
On November 11th, 2018—the Jewish people will take some time out of their day to engage with the texts that  
unite us. 

GLOBAL DAY GUIDING PRINCIPLES
For the Global Day of Jewish Learning we encourage communities to:

o  Create community-wide learning experiences by involving local JCCs, synagogues,  
federations, Hillels and schools;

o Stage Global Day events in a communal environment;

o Engage teachers and facilitators of various backgrounds and denominations;

o Involve different partners and collaborators in the planning process;

o Participate no matter the size or form of your community!

TO BECOME AN OFFICIAL GLOBAL DAY EVENT SITE
Your community must register online at www.theglobalday.org and follow the “Register for 2018!” link. Following 
registration, you will receive a user name and password that will allow you to access the online toolbox which 
will contain the curricular materials, template marketing and PR material, as well as other tools to help you plan a 
successful day. 

Commitment and Registration
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You may want to begin by creating a team of community professionals,  
lay leaders, rabbis and educators. This team can assist in beginning  
discussion about the Global Day in your community. The questions  
provided here can help guide your planning and focus your discussions.

o  What are our goals for the Global Day of Jewish Learning? Will we use this to launch, strengthen or conceptualize 
other Jewish study initiatives within our community? Can it initiate or strengthen bonds among local organizations?

o  Who is our target audience? What is our target number of participants?

o  Which organizations would serve as viable partners to further these goals and objectives?

o  What resources, experience and strengths can each of our partners offer?

o  Do our community partners have the facilities to host our event? Will we need more than one host location?

o   What will the schedule for our community’s Global Day entail? What model would work best for our community?

o  What does our budget look like? What are our sources of funding?

o  Will a lay committee help further our goals?

o  What role can volunteers play in planning, preparation and execution?

o  Which community professionals, educators and lay leaders can help plan and execute the event? Do we need to 
bring in outside educators?

o  How will we register participants for our event (phone, email or web)?

o  How will we market our event? What will work best for our community—press releases, ads in the local papers, 
emails, flyers, mailings, announcements, social media?

o  How will we know we have been successful? What criteria will we use to judge success?

o  How will we capitalize on the experience of the Global Day? What will be our follow-up? Will we have  
an evaluation?

o  What assistance will we need from the Global Day office in order to help support our community initiative?  
Guidance via meeting and phone calls, connecting to other communities, etc?

If you have any further questions, please contact us at 212-840-1166 or info@theglobalday.org. 

Key Questions to Help You Plan Your Event 
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Since every Global Day of Jewish Learning event and every community’s 
resources will differ, it is impossible for us to provide “standard” estimated  
event costs. Below are some expenses that you might consider for your  
Global Day event.
NOTE: There is no cost to register for the Global Day of Jewish Learning.

EXPENSES TO CONSIDER:

o Reproduction of curricular material and program brochures

o Venue

o  Food at the event (you may choose to provide snacks or meals—depending on your schedule— 
for purchase, or include the cost in your event registration)

o Audio visual equipment

o Advertising and marketing

o Keynote speaker honorarium

Budgeting Your Event
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PROVIDING A FRAMEWORK FOR THE DAY
For some, the Global Day will be a first-time learning experience; for others who learn regularly, this may be their first 
opportunity to learn in a large group setting. For still others, communal learning may be a regular practice and it will 
be the international achdut, or unifying aspect, that provides meaning. The structure of your event will depend on 
audience, resources and local interests. Included in the following pages are a number of sample event schedules from
communities which participated in prior years.

MODELS
There are three main models that we recommend for the Global Day of Jewish Learning (communities might choose 
one or a combination of two or three models):

o  ROUND-ROBIN: Each session features several simultaneous classes on a specific theme. Teachers may repeat 
classes during subsequent sessions as participants switch classes.

o  BEIT MIDRASH: The beit midrash model is a good choice if you envision your entire community learning together  
in the same room.

o  TOPIC FOCUSED: Your day will focus on one of the provided themes and your classes or a keynote speaker would 
focus on that theme.

AVAILABLE RESOURCES
 Regardless of the model you choose, keep in mind these resources that be be included in your event:

o  Curricular materials based on the theme: Extraordinary Passages: Texts and Travels

o  Texts and discussion questions available throughout the year at theglobalday.org/anytime

o  Live online video learning through Global Day ON Air. The video series features luminaries of Jewish learning 
broadcasting live, in the months leading up to the Global Day and culminating with a worldwide celebration of 
learning.

Further Global Day Event Planning 
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SAMPLES FROM GLOBAL DAY 2010–2017

EVENT SCHEDULES
o Amstelveen, Netherlands (2014) 

o Beer Sheva, Israel (2013)

o Brazil (2010) 

o Cape Town, South Africa (2015)

o Charlotte, North Carolina (2017)

o Eugene, Oregon (2012)

o Kishinev, Moldova (2014)

o Krakow, Poland (2017) 

o Lexigton, Kentucky (2017)

o Minsk, Belarus (2017)

o Nashville, Tennessee (2016)

o New York, New York (2012)

o Paris, France (2014)

o Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (2012)

o Rome, Italy (2015)

o Saint Petersburg, Russia (2014)

o Sacramento, California (2016)

o Winnipeg, Canada (2013)

ARTICLES
o The Jewish Week, “The Longest Translation” (2010)

o  The Jewish Week, “The Importance of a Global Day of 
Jewish Learning” (2014)

o  Los Angeles Jewish Journal, “Jewish Learning Goes 
Global” (2013)

o  Times of Israel, “Old-school educators go hi-tech to 
promote Torah accessibility” (2014)

o  The Jewish Exponent, “Jewish education—on a global 
scale” (2015)

o  JTA, “Over 500 Communities to Mark Global Day of 
Jewish Learing” (2016)

o  eJewish Philanthropy, “Happening Now in St. 
Petersburg, Russia: “Learn and Teach” Seminar for 
Russian-Speaking Jewish Educators and Community 
Activists” (2017)

COMMUNITY REPORTS
o Cape Town, South Africa (2013)

o Davie, Florida (2015)

o Dnepropetrovsk, Ukraine (2014)

o Howard County, Maryland (2014)

o Kiryat Malachi, Israel (2013)

o Knoxville, Tennessee (2013)

o Nashville, Tennessee (2016)

o Nikolaev, Ukraine (2013)

o Saint Petersburg, Russia (2014)

o Shanghai, China (2011)

o Trancoso, Portugal (2013)

o Tzfat, Israel (2012)

Shema: An Introduction and OverviewAppendix
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Thema: Helden, schurken, heiligen
en gekken: het volk van het boek

Global Day of Jewish Learning
WERELDWIJDE STUDIEDAG

zondag 16 november 2014
13.00-18.00 uur

prijs € 35,- incl. kosjere maaltijd
studenten: € 25

Samen lernen, wereldwijd
Contact met studiegroepen over de

hele wereld via live stream

e-mail info@crescas.nl
telefoon 020-640.23.80
informatie www.crescas.nl

Amstelveen, Netherlands
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Beer Sheva, Israel
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Brazil
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Cape Town, South Africa
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Charlotte, North Carolina
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Eugene, Oregon
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Kishinev, Moldova
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Krakow, Poland



Today’s Schedule 
 

Welcome and Introduction  (3:00pm—3:30pm) 
Beauty and Ugliness:  An Introduction 

Everything You Need To Know to Be a Talmud Scholar (in 15 Minutes)! 
Dr. Raphael Finkel and Rabbi Sharon Cohen  

 
Beit Midrash Hevruta (Study in Pairs)  (3:30pm— 4:00pm) 

 Facilitated by Rabbi Uri Smith and Dr. Larry Kant 
 

Follow Up Group Discussion (4:00pm— 4:30pm) 
 
 

Break  (4:30pm— 4:40pm) 
 
 

Beauty and Ugliness Study Groups  (4:40pm— 5:40pm) 
 

Rude Rabbi vs."Ugly Man":  
A Tale of an Encounter Gone Wrong 
 Rabbi David Wirtschafter  (Conference Room) 
 
Mirrors and the Beauty of Jewish Women 
 Rabbi Shlomo Litvin (Sisterhood Lounge)  
 
Is There Any Beauty In The Death Penalty?  
A Talmudic Perspective 
 Rabbi Moshe Smolkin  (Social Hall) 

19

Lexigton, Kentucky
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Minsk, Belarus
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Think Globally. Learn Locally.

Presented by the Jewish Federation 
and Jewish Foundation of 
Nashville and Middle Tennessee 
in cooperation with: Akiva School, 
B’nai B’rith Social Unit, B’nai B’rith 
Maimonides Lodge #46,   BBYO, 
Chabad Jewish Student Center at 
Vanderbilt University, Congregation 
Beit Tefilah Chabad, Congregation 
Micah and the Micah Children’s 
Academy, Congregation Sherith 
Israel, Get Connected, Gordon 
Jewish Community Center and the 
GJCC Early Childhood Learning 
Center, Hadassah Nashville 
Chapter, Jewish Family Service, 
NCJW Nashville Chapter, NowGen 
Nashville, PJ Library, The Temple-
Congregation Ohabai Sholom and 
The Temple Preschool, Vanderbilt 
Hillel, and West End Synagogue.

The Global Day of Jewish Learning in Nashville is generously underwritten 
by Libby and Moshe Werthan to support the participation of Rabba Yaffa 
Epstein of the Pardes Institute of Jewish Studies.

Schedule: 
 
10:15 a.m. to 11:15 a.m.

Arrival, Registration and Opening Learning   

Session with Pardes Scholar Rabba Yaffa Epstein

10:30 a.m. to 11:15 a.m.     

PJLibrary Program (Parents can attend Opening 

Learning Session at the same time!)

11:20 a.m. to 12:15 p.m.            

Jewish Learning Breakout Sessions with local 

clergy and Jewish Community professionals

12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m.            

Lunch and Learn with Rabba Yaffa Epstein

  
1:20 p.m. to 2:15 p.m.            

NEW THIS YEAR: 
“TEXT Talks” Short presentations by local 

scholars, educators and Special Guests!

1:20 p.m. to 2:15 p.m.            

Special In-Service Session for Jewish Educators 

with Rabba Yaffa Epstein

2:20 p.m. to 3:15 p.m.           

Also new this year:
“MEET THE REBS” 
Rabbis Round Table Discussion

 
(More details and updated information about Global Day programs 

and activities will be available online at www.jewishnashville.org 

and in the November issue of The Jewish Observer)

Theme:  Under the Same Sky: “The Earth is     Full of Your Creations”Date:     Sunday, November 20, 2016Cost:     Morning Sessions Only —       Free of Charge (no Lunch)   All Day Participation —       $5.00 Includes Lunch         Lunch and Afternoon Sessions —      $10.00 for LunchLocation: West End Synagogue   (Baby-sitting available upon request)

To register for the 
Global Day of Jewish 

Learning, please contact 

Barbara Schwarcz at 
(615) 354-1630 or 

Barbara@jewishnashville.org, 
or visit 

www.jewishnashville.org.

Register online at www.jewishnashville.org/global-day

Nashville, Tennessee
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New York, NY
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New York, NY
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Paris, France
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Join the

South Hills 
Jewish Community 

10:15 a.m.
Beth El Congregation
1900 Cochran Rd., Pittsburgh, 15220 • (412) 561-1168 
www.bethelcong.org
Israel Bonds Brunch with Avi Jorisch
Avi Jorisch is President and founder of the Red Cell 
Intelligence Group, a consulting and training firm 
specializing in national security issues relating to 
terrorism, illicit finance and radical Islam.
$18 couvert for the special program, which includes brunch. 
RSVP to 412-561-1168 by Nov. 12.

10:15 a.m. 
Chabad of the South Hills
1701 McFarland Rd., Pittsburgh, 15216 • (412) 344-2424 
www.chabadsh.com
“How Our Shortcomings Can Become  
Sources Of Joy”

10:15 a.m. 
Temple Emanuel of South Hills
1250 Bower Hill Rd., Pittsburgh, 15243 • (412) 279-7600 
www.templeemanuelpgh.org
“Deborah – Victory in the Hands of a Woman”
Presented by Temple Emanuel’s Beit HaMidrash, 
Adult Education Team. A Light Brunch will be served 
prior to the program, sponsored by Temple Emanuel 
Brotherhood. 
RSVP to 412-279-7600 or E-mail to templeemanuel@
templeemanuelpgh.org

10:30 a.m. 
Beth Israel Center
115 Gill Hall Rd., Jefferson Hills, PA 15025 • (412) 655-2144 
www.bethisraelpgh.org
“Deborah – Victory in the Hands of a Woman”
Moderated by Ken Regal of Just Harvest

7:00 p.m. 
Congregation Ahavath Achim 
(The Carnegie Shul)
500 Chestnut St., Carnegie, PA 15106 • (412) 279-1566 
www.thecarnegieshul.org
“2014: The Year Of Living Dangerously In  
The Middle East”
Guest speaker Gregg Roman, Director of the 
Community Relations Council, Jewish Federation of 
Greater Pittsburgh, was recently featured in the news 
for his efforts to save the life of his friend, journalist 
Steven Sotloff, who was beheaded by ISIS. 

A program of the South Hills Initiative of the Jewish Federation of Greater Pittsburgh
#southhillsjewishpittsburgh

Questions?  Email southhills@jfedpgh.org

2014 
theme:  
Heroes 
and 
Villains, 
Saints and 
Fools: the 
People in 
the Book

www.theglobalday.com

shema Shema:  
An Introduction and Overview
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Connect. Learn. Belong. 
Take a Step Ahead.

The Global Day of Jewish Learning—November 16, 2014

“Torah is the shared inheritance of all the Jewish people. It does not belong
to a special sect or an elite group of the Jews. We each get an equal share.”

—Rabbi Adin Even-Israel Steinsaltz

400 Communities. 40 Countries.  
Thousands of lives touched through our sacred texts.

Join us. Be a part of the Global Day.  
Visit www.theglobalday.org to register today.

This year’s theme is Heroes, Villains, Saints and Fools: The People in the Book.

TzfaT, IsraelKIshInev, Moldova      

Global Day of Jewish Learning
Sunday, November 16

All sessions open to the public

The Global Day of Jewish Learning brings Jewish people 
together for community-based learning, to foster Jewish unity, 
empower individuals through increased Jewish knowledge, 
and create meaningful shared experiences. The South 
Hills Jewish Community will join with more than 400 Jewish 
communities from 40 countries around the world. 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
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Rome, Italy
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Saint Petersburgh, Russia
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Sacramento, California



Winnipeg, Canada
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Jewish knowledge is not just good to have. It is essential. Some may think that knowledge
belongs to scholars, religious leaders and the elite. Not so in Judaism. For us, study is an
essential demand upon everyone.

Of course, in history there were times when the general level of knowledge was not very
high. Yet even then, study was always a major purpose and pursuit. Indeed, the very last
paragraphs in Maimonides’ great work, “Mishneh Torah,” describe the grand vision of the
Messianic Era: “For the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover
the sea” (Isaiah 11:9).

Because Jewish knowledge is such a basic requirement, there have always been schools at
every level, for both children and adults. Calling someone an “am ha’Aretz” — ignoramus —
is a real insult, considered very offensive. Today, for reasons historical and otherwise, we are
living at a time when this label applies to too many people. It is therefore our duty to enable
those people to re-acquire that knowledge. The Torah says: “Moses commanded us a law,
an inheritance of the congregation of Jacob” (Deuteronomy 33:4). In the Talmud, Rav
Yehuda comments on this verse in Rav’s name: “Whoever withholds a halacha from his
disciple is as though he had robbed him of his ancestral heritage” (Tractate Sanhedrin 91b).
In other words, everyone has a share in this inheritance, and depriving someone — anyone
— of what belongs to them is tantamount to theft.

Study is not easy, especially if one did not receive a good Jewish education from one’s
parents or at school. It is not easy for an unlearned person to acquire knowledge. A Global
Day of Jewish Learning, where people from hundreds of communities around the world study
the same text, is one way of encouraging study, or at least the taste of study. Perhaps this
small taste will encourage participants to go on and continue their learning, either with others
or on their own. The Global Day of Jewish Learning takes place this year on Nov. 16
(theglobalday.org).

Because so many thousands of people are studying together, the Global Day of Jewish
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Learning transforms a solitary event into a venture that belongs to everybody. We are uplifted
and inspired when people from all walks of life gather together in study; our neighbors and
our friends, our families and those whom we have never before met. We have not delegated
Jewish knowledge to the professionals. We have made the claim that it belongs to all of us. 

The Global Day serves one more critical purpose. We are a nation that is spread all over the
world, divided by distance, different languages and ways of life, and sometimes also by
ideas. We are more fragmented than we can afford. When people of different ages and
professions gather together and are immersed in a common cause, we create new common
denominators, new shared experiences and values. These will serve us well — not just on
one Global Day but also at other times and in other areas of life. We can feel that there is
something that unites us.

Often we feel united only in the face of calamity. But our common inheritance, too, can surely
help us re-establish many connections and repair many broken lines of communication. The
Global Day of Jewish Learning brings hundreds of diverse communities together in an
embrace of this central pillar of our inheritance, the pillar of Jewish learning. I hope we use
this experience — and what it creates in us and for us — as a ladder for climbing higher up to
reach the place where we are supposed to be.

This year's Global Day of Jewish Learning will be held Sunday, November 16. To get your
community involved and/or to tune in to the live internet broadcast component featuring
scholars, artists, rabbis, and authors from around the globe visit www.theglobalday.org or
call 212-840-1166. The Global Day is under the aegis of Rabbi Steinsaltz.

Copyright 2014 The Jewish Week
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In other words, everyone has a share in this inheritance, and depriving someone — anyone
— of what belongs to them is tantamount to theft.

Study is not easy, especially if one did not receive a good Jewish education from one’s
parents or at school. It is not easy for an unlearned person to acquire knowledge. A Global
Day of Jewish Learning, where people from hundreds of communities around the world study
the same text, is one way of encouraging study, or at least the taste of study. Perhaps this
small taste will encourage participants to go on and continue their learning, either with others
or on their own. The Global Day of Jewish Learning takes place this year on Nov. 16
(theglobalday.org).

Because so many thousands of people are studying together, the Global Day of Jewish

Learning transforms a solitary event into a venture that belongs to everybody. We are uplifted
and inspired when people from all walks of life gather together in study; our neighbors and
our friends, our families and those whom we have never before met. We have not delegated
Jewish knowledge to the professionals. We have made the claim that it belongs to all of us. 

The Global Day serves one more critical purpose. We are a nation that is spread all over the
world, divided by distance, different languages and ways of life, and sometimes also by
ideas. We are more fragmented than we can afford. When people of different ages and
professions gather together and are immersed in a common cause, we create new common
denominators, new shared experiences and values. These will serve us well — not just on
one Global Day but also at other times and in other areas of life. We can feel that there is
something that unites us.

Often we feel united only in the face of calamity. But our common inheritance, too, can surely
help us re-establish many connections and repair many broken lines of communication. The
Global Day of Jewish Learning brings hundreds of diverse communities together in an
embrace of this central pillar of our inheritance, the pillar of Jewish learning. I hope we use
this experience — and what it creates in us and for us — as a ladder for climbing higher up to
reach the place where we are supposed to be.

This year's Global Day of Jewish Learning will be held Sunday, November 16. To get your
community involved and/or to tune in to the live internet broadcast component featuring
scholars, artists, rabbis, and authors from around the globe visit www.theglobalday.org or
call 212-840-1166. The Global Day is under the aegis of Rabbi Steinsaltz.

Copyright 2014 The Jewish Week

Source URL (retrieved on 11/11/2014 - 11:24): http://www.thejewishweek.com/editorial-
opinion/opinion/importance-global-day-jewish-learning
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Jewish Education — On a Global Scale
November 11, 2015
On Nov. 15, Jews from more than 500 communities in 40plus countries will participate in the
world’s largest Jewish unity event, the Global Day of Jewish Learning. 
 
It is an initiative that reaches Jewish communities across the continents, bringing Jews of all
beliefs and backgrounds together. Participating communities range from Brooklyn, N.Y., to
Beersheva, Israel and Mumbai, India. The event’s theme is “Love: Devotion, Desire and
Deception.” Sessions will focus on different types of love, how they appear in the Bible and
Talmud and how these texts inform relationships with spouses, children, parents, siblings,
friends and God.
 
In 2010, Rabbi Adin EvenIsrael Steinsaltz created the event to celebrate the completion of
40 years of work in translating the Talmud. Karen Sponder, the project director of the event
explained that the program furthers the rabbi’s mission to “let my people know” and his life’s
work to make Jewish learning accessible to all.  
 
Steinsaltz is a teacher, philosopher, social critic and prolific author who has been cited by
Time magazine as a “onceinamillennium scholar.” His lifelong work in Jewish education
earned him the Israel Prize, his country’s highest honor.  
 
“The Global Day of Jewish Learning, with people from hundreds of communities around the
world studying the same texts, offers people a taste of study,” Steinsaltz said. “I hope that
this small taste will encourage participants to go on and continue their learning, either with
others or on their own.” 
 
“We have found over time that many Jews have had little direct connection to Tanakh, to
Talmud, to our rich heritage,” Sponder added. “The Global Day is an opportunity for
everyone, no matter his or her background, to study and to connect with our people and our
heritage.” 
 
Joel Hecker, an associate professor of Jewish mysticism at the Reconstructionist Rabbinical
College, will present one of the day’s 24 livestreamed talks at Temple Beth El, in Newark,
Del., where he will dive into the world of Kabbalistic kissing. He is among today’s most
prominent scholars of Kabbalah and will explain how kissing can serve as a metaphor
between a soul and God, symbolize a loving relationship and how powerful a kiss is between
a man and a woman.
 
“It’s exciting to have the opportunity to teach such a broad audience,” Hecker said. “I’m
looking forward to being part of the event. ”
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Registered communities are provided with resource materials, including a curriculum and a
video class with Steinsaltz. The conference is broadcast live using Google Hangouts On Air.
Throughout the day, scholars, artists, rabbis and authors will present their perspectives on
love in Judaism. 
 
Na’ama Yarden, the education and program director at Or Shalom heard about the event six
years ago and thought it would benefit her shul to participate. Each year, it does something a
little different, but typically involves families and another synagogue, which is Congregation
Beth El Ner Tamid in Broomall this year. This year, each grade will sing a song about love
and at the end of the event, everyone will sing: All you need is love."

They also tell stories, color and have activities around the subject.

"It is mostly an opportunity to learn together," Yarden said. "The main idea is to bring two
communities and different ages together to learn together in creative ways."

The University of Pennsylvania is also participating. Rachel Shaw, chair of the Hillel
Education Sector said the plan is to two parallel sessions running on Nov. 15 related to the
theme “Love: Devotion, Desire, and Deception.”

“To me, the best thing about Hillel, especially in a place with as vibrant a Jewish community
as Penn, is the chance to explore Judaism with people from a huge variety of backgrounds,”
Shaw said. “I hope that people walk away from the Global Day of Jewish Learning feeling
similarly  with a really deep appreciation for what can be learned from other people, from
different backgrounds but with a shared Jewish experience.” 

Contact: jcohen@jewishexponent.com [1];2158320747

Source URL: http://www.jewishexponent.com/headlines/2015/11/jewisheducationonaglobalscale

Links:
[1] mailto:jcohen@jewishexponent.com
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News Brief

Over 500 communities to mark Global Day of Jewish
Learning

Sign up for JTA's Daily Brie�ng, your daily guide to the latest essential news in the
Jewish world »
FEATURED STORIES

Jared and Ivanka do their own thing as observant Jews. And that's normal.

(JTA) — Jews in more than 500 communities in over 40 countries will study the same Jewish

texts as part of the Global Day of Jewish Learning.

The project, spearheaded by the Aleph Society, will provide learning resources for all ages

and backgrounds.

The Global Day of Jewish Learning was established in 2010 to mark the completion of Rabbi

Adin Steinsaltz’s 45-year quest to complete his translation and commentary of the

Talmud. Steinsaltz is also the author of 60 books on philosophy, language, mysticism and

history.

This year, learning can also take place with Global Day On Air, a live, online video series.

The broadcasts will be live-streamed throughout the day at TheGlobalDay.org/videos or on

YouTube.

The Global Day On Air is co-presented with international organizations, including the

Biblical Museum of Natural History, Hazon, The Jewish Reconstructionist Communities,

JIFA, Olam, Mechon Hadar, Teva Ivri and Universidad Hebraica Mexico.

This year’s theme focuses on ecology and is titled “Under the Same Sky: The Earth is Full of

Your Creations.”

“The choice of ecology as a subject was both for its importance as an international issue,

and also for us as Jews, since we have become a mostly urban people — many see vegetables

as the only plants, on a plate,” Steinsaltz said in a statement.
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Boruch Gorin discusses “Beauty and Ugliness in Light of Discourse of Talmudic Sages about

Sexuality”, and at 14:30 MSK Julia Patrakova presents “Jewish Texts on Beauty and Ugliness

through the Visual Arts Experience”. To watch visit theglobalday.org/videos.

Participants hail from Belarus, Germany, Israel, Kazakhstan, Moldova, Russia and Ukraine,

and include educators and community leaders who work with organizations including JDC,

Hillel, Moishe House, Project Kesher, Active Jewish Teens, and Federation of Jewish

Communities of Russia.

2/2
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Happening Now in St. Petersburg, Russia: “Learn and
Teach” Seminar for Russian-Speaking Jewish Educators
and Community Activists

ejewishphilanthropy.com/happening-now-in-st-petersburg-russia-learn-and-teach-seminar-for-russian-speaking-jewish-

educators-and-community-activists/

Educators, leaders and activists from Russian-speaking Jewish (RSJ) communities are

gathering in St. Petersburg, Russia, this week, to explore Jewish texts together, under the

auspices of the Global Day of Jewish Learning. Representatives from 23 cities in five countries

across the former Soviet Union (FSU) will join Russian-speaking education professionals from

Germany and Israel, in a unique three-day training seminar exploring the power of Jewish

texts.

Organized by the Global Day of Jewish Learning, a project of the Aleph Society, the seminar is

produced in partnership with the Jewish Resource Center of Saint Petersburg and hosted by

YESOD (Jewish Community Center) and made possible with the generous support of Genesis

Philanthropy Group.

The seminar explores how participants can claim the vast and diverse treasure of Jewish texts

as their own, empowers them to teach these texts in their communities, and equips attendees

with tools to organize educational community events, beginning with the Global Day of Jewish

Learning, which will be celebrated worldwide on November 12th.

Seminar sessions will explore different ways of approaching Jewish texts, both traditional and

contemporary, as well as give participants the tools they need to organize successful,

engaging on-the-ground events. This week’s professional development seminar is a unique

opportunity for representatives from RSJ communities in the FSU to come together in such a

scholarly fashion, and is part of an expanded effort by the Global Day of Jewish Learning –

under the aegis of Rabbi Adin Even-Israel Steinsaltz – to reinvigorate Russian-speaking Jews’

interest in their heritage.

Rabbi Steinsaltz welcomed the news of the seminar: “It is deeply important to me to put

Jewish texts back into the hands and lives of Jews in the Former Soviet Union. I am pleased to

know that so many leaders and educators are convening in Saint Petersburg for such a joyful

task.”

Two training sessions from the seminar are being broadcast live today. At 12:30 MSK Rabbi
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Cape Town, South Africa

Melton Schools Participate in 
Global Day of Jewish Learning
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Rabbis recreate biblical characters during
Global Day of Jewish Learning
By Marvin Glassman
South Florida SunSentinel

f t

Global Day of Jewish Learning takes place at Temple Kol Ami EmanuEl in Plantation

NOVEMBER 20, 2015, 3:42 PM

ive Broward County rabbis teamed to recreate biblical characters in the program "All You

Need Is Love" as the 2015 Global Day of Jewish Learning took place recently at Temple Kol

Ami EmanuEl in Plantation, coordinated by the Orloff Central Agency for Jewish Education.

The GDOJL was conceived to mark the completion of Rabbi Adin Steinsaltz's monumental

translation of the Talmud in 2010. According to Judy Asuleen, Orloff CAJE director of Education,

2015 marks a milestone in which 400 communities from more than 40 countries are participating

in the event.

What was especially novel about the 2015 program was seeing the local rabbis becoming actors in

discussing the meaning of love dressed and speaking as Jewish heroes and thinkers from

throughout the ages.

"What is especially relevant as a teacher is to see the quotes from biblical characters became more

vivid and expressive by recreating the historical figures," said Rabbi Cheryl Weiner, a community

educator, who acted and dressed as Ruth.

Article continues below 

Joining Weiner as Ruth on the panel discussion of historical figures commenting on what love is

and is not were: Rabbi Gideon Goldenholz of Temple Sinai of Hollywood who was Jacob, Rabbi

Howard Needleman of Temple Kol Ami Emanuel as King David, Rabbi Jeffrey Salkin of Temple

Solel as Franz Rosenzweig and Rabbi Arnold Samlan, executive director, Orloff CAJE as King

Solomon. Rabbi Akiva Mann, a frequent CAJE lecturer and director of the Institute of Jewish

Knowledge and Learning was the moderator.

Davie, Florida
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Each rabbi brought a different perspective of what love is and means from the era of Jewish

history that each character represented.

"Life was not easy for me as Saul tried to kill me when he knew I would be king," said King David

(Needleman).

"I expressed love through my songs that were played with my harp. I wanted to unify all the

different tribes together as I had difficult children. I had the love of my brothers and that is the

love I wanted to inspire though my psalms, and create love though unity through my messages,"

said King David.

As Franz Rosenzweig, the German Jewish philosopher of the early 20th century, prior to the rise

of Nazism, Salkin noted that love is from the Hebrew word Ahava.

"Love is not emotion or eroticism. Love means that I exist. Love also means that I am in a covenant

with you," said Rosenzweig.

Rosenzweig died of Lou Gehrig's disease prior to age 30 and, despite his physical handicaps,

stresses the importance of what love is, influenced by existentialism and Martin Buber.

"Ahava or love is about how to be giving, but for someone who hates me, Ahava may have limits,"

said Jacob (Goldenholz)

"I have to be forgiving and accept others, but I must also be ready to defend myself to those who

hate me and prepare for war in case it is needed," said Jacob.

King Solomon interpreted love to be compassion and to be so compassionate that one may spare

one life's for another.

"I am known for my wisdom. When two women made claim to a child as their son, I suggested

that the child be divided in half. The woman, who truly loved her child, made the compassionate

sacrifice to renounce her claim to spare the life of the child. I had love shown to me by the

compassion of the woman who renounced her claim. A mother who made that choice is the one

that showed love," said Solomon (Samlan).

Perhaps the biblical character that resonated best with the audience was Ruth.

Unlike the other biblical characters, Ruth indicated her love for freely choosing Judaism and freely

caring for her mother in law.

"I was revered by Jews to be called the mother of royalty. As I told my mother in law, where you
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go, I will go and followed her to the end of her days. There is a great legacy of love to those who

choose to be part of your tribe (Judaism)," said Ruth (Weiner).

"For those who wish to be Jews, we act through love. For those who love Judaism, we say come to

us, join us and become one with us. As women, we love with Hesed (translated from Hebrew as

"kindness").

Each of the biblical characters took questions, responding to what love means in the contemporary

era. One interesting question brought up the dilemma of how to show love regarding the Syrian

refugees, given the recent tragedies in France.

"Love means giving someone a chance, not to give a clear message that those who look like evil will

do evil. We have to be careful between when it is right to protect ourselves and when we are doing

harm to the innocent," said Ruth.

"I am very practical. I say forgive and trust, but also prepare to defend yourself and be cautious, as

we must always be ready to defend ourselves," said Jacob.

"The program was so educational and entertaining as well. Dressed and acting as the biblical

characters, I had a deeper understanding of the concept of love though the biblical eras of Jewish

history," said Holly Lerner of Weston, who attended the event.

To learn about upcoming events from the Orloff Central Agency For Jewish Education, 5890 S.

Pine Island Road in Davie, call 9546602074 or go to www.orloffcaje.org

Copyright © 2015, Sun Sentinel
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Dnepropetrovsk, Ukraine
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Jewish Times
‘Coming of Age’

 NOVEMBER 26, 2014 דדדד דדדד ד 
BY MELISSA APTER

The Jewish Federation of Howard County and the Howard County Board of 
Rabbis played host to 150 members of the county’s Jewish community who 
came together Nov. 16 at Howard Community College to participate in the 
Global Day of Jewish Learning.

Attendees were treated to presentations by 14 area rabbis who expanded 
on the theme, “Heroes, Villains, Saints and Fools: The People in the Book.” 
The gathering marked the first time the community as a whole participated 
in the worldwide event, joining more than 500 communities in 40 countries 
participating in the fifth annual day of learning.

“[This is a] very important program for us as a community to come together. 
It’s something that has been missing in Howard County that people wanted 
to come together,” said Jessica Zellweger, marketing and communications 
associate at the federation.

Divided into two one-hour sessions, with a snack break in between, attendees 
chose from lectures with titles such as “Moses: Extraordinary Prophet or Just 
Your Average Mo?” presented by Rabbi Morris Zimbalist; “Modern Poetry, 
Contemporary Midrash — Drawing Inspiration for the People of the Book,” 
presented by Rabbi Sonya Starr of Columbia Jewish Congregation; and 
“Resurrection — Biblically Speaking,” presented by Rabbi Mendel Abrams of 
Beth Torah Congregation.

BALTIMORE 



Rabbi Susan Grossman of Beth Shalom Congregation in Columbia was among 
the clergy who participated in the first session with her take on “Heroines, 
Prophetesses and Queens — The Women of the Book.”

“On one hand, it means that the Jewish community in Howard County is 
coming of age,” said Grossman. “It’s thrilling to see the growth of community 
in this way and that the study of the Bible can be at the heart of the Jewish 
people — affiliated and unaffiliated.”

Betsy Singer Marcus of Columbia relished the opportunity to hear from 
other clergy from Howard County and to mingle with people from other 
congregations.

“It enhances our Jewishness to share our experience with people from other 
congregations and denominations,” she said.

Rabbi Daniel Plotkin, education director at Beth Shalom Congregation, 
presented “King David: Sinner or Saint?” describing the ancient ruler as a 
fascinating character and one of the most complex in the Bible. For Plotkin, 
communal learning is paramount to the transmission of Jewish knowledge to 
the younger generations.

“The goal is to encourage education as a lifelong pursuit,” said Plotkin. “For 
me, as a youth educator, it makes it easier for me to teach kids when there 
is an educated parent at home. When kids see parents and grandparents 
participate in Jewish learning they see that Jewish education is important.”

Board of Rabbis president Rabbi Craig H. Axler of Temple Isaiah in Fulton was 
thrilled with the outcome of this event.

“This idea of doing something as a community and exposing our groups to 
each other is a wonderful thing to do,” he said. “To have 14 rabbis with no 
friction … that encourages me on what we can yet do as a community.”
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Posted on: November 30th, 2016 by tgregory 

 

 
Visiting scholar Rabba Yaffa Epstein speaks to about 140 people during the plenary session of the Global Day of Jewish Learning event at West End 

Synagogue. Her presentation focused on Talmudic passages exploring the moral implications of the Biblical concept that each human being is created in the 
image of God. (Photos by Charles Bernsen) 

 
Visiting scholar Rabba Yaffa Epstein began the lunch-and-learn session during last month’s Global Day of Jewish Learning 
event in Nashville by asking everyone to engage in 12 minutes of chavruta, the traditional rabbinic mode of Talmudic study in 
which a pair of students read and discuss a particular text together.  

In this case she wanted them to consider a passage from the Babylonian Talmud in which the rabbinic sages consider the 
question: Which is greater, learning or action, Torah study or righteous action? The passage concludes, “Everyone answered 
that learning is greater because learning brings you to action.”  

The word “everyone” is the key, said Rabba Epstein, director of education in North America for the Pardes Institute of Jewish 
Learning in Jerusalem.  

Nashville, Tennessee
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Rabbi Phil Lieberman leads a discussion about “Green Torah Wisdom,” one of six breakout sessions on the Global Day theme: Under the Same Sky: “The 

Earth is Full of Your Creations.” 

“Torah study gets everyone involved in the game,” she said “One of the ways it brings us to action is through the creation of 
community.”  

She might have been talking specifically about the annual Global Day of Jewish Learning itself, which brought together 
thousands of Jews in hundreds of places around the world on Nov. 20 to study the same sacred texts. Among them were 140 
people who gathered at West End Synagogue for Nashville’s Global Day event, which was sponsored for the fifth year in row 
by The Jewish Federation of Nashville and Middle Tennessee.  

The local event began with a plenary presentation led by Rabba Epstein that picked up on the Global Day theme – Under the 
Same Sky: “The Earth is Full of Your Creations – by focusing on the ethical implications of the Biblical pronouncement that 
every human being is created in the image of God.  

 
About 140 people attended the Global Day event in Nashville. Here they participate in chavruta, the traditional rabbinic mode of Torah study, during a lunch-

and-learn session led by Rabba Epstein. 

That was followed by six breakout discussion led by local moderators, each focusing on a topic related to the Global Day 
theme. Rabbi Phil Lieberman, also a professor of Jewish studies and law at Vanderbilt University, moderated a session that 
looked at the “green wisdom” in the Torah. A group led by Shlomo Rothstein, director of the Chabad House at Vanderbilt, 
discussed humankind’s sometimes contradictory roles in regard to nature – ruler, steward and servant – while another led by 
Rabbi Aaron Finkelstein of Congregation Sherith Israel examined the implications of shmita, the “Sabbath year” during which 
Jews are to let their land to lie fallow.  

Dr. Frank Boehm, vice chair of obstetrics and gynecology at Vanderbilt Medical School, led a discussion about what the 
rabbinic view about whether the source of medical healing is human or divine. Risa Klein Herzog, development director for the 
Jewish Foundation of Nashville and Middle Tennessee, moderated a discussion about “planting seeds” for the Jewish 
community’s future, and Federation Executive Director Mark S. Freedman led a session that examined the role of rain, both 
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positive and negative, on human existence.  

After the kosher lunch session led by Rabba Epstein came a new feature for the local Global Day lineup – a series of five- to 
seven-minute “TextTalks” by Jack Simon, director of children’s programming at the Gordon Jewish Community Center; Dorie 
Bolze of the Harpeth River Watershed Association; Diana Sullivan of the U.S. National Co-Housing Board; Abbie Wolf, 
Federation director of community relations, and Rabbi Laurie Rice of Congregation Micah.  

The day ended with a roundtable discussion – Meet the Rebs – with West End Rabbi Joshua Kullock joined by Rabbis Epstein, 
Rice and Finkelstein. The moderator was West End President Barbara Dab.  

Rabba Epstein’s visit to Nashville was underwritten by Libby and Moshe Werthan. Global Day partners included Akiva School, 
the Gordon Jewish Community Center and the GJCC Early Childhood Learning Center, Jewish Family Service, NowGen 
Nashville, Get Connected, PJ Library, Vanderbilt Hillel, Congregation Beit Tefilah Chabad, Congregation Micah and the Micah 
Children’s Academy, Congregation Sherith Israel, The Temple-Congregation Ohabai Sholom and The Temple Preschool, West 
End Synagogue, B’nai B’rith Youth Organization (BBYO), Chabad Jewish Student Center at Vanderbilt University, Hadassah 
Nashville Chapter, National Council of Jewish Women Nashville Chapter, B’nai B’rith Social Unit and B’nai B’rith 
Maimonides Lodge #46. • 
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The Day of Jewish  
Learning in St. Petersburg, Russia

On November 16 St. Petersburg became home for a Festival to mark the Fifth 
Global Day of Jewish Learning.
The House of Jewish Culture ESOD was crowded. More than 600 people 
came to the holiday with their families — small children and grandparents. 
A team of volunteers encountered the visitors and helped them to find the 
appropriate studio or lecture. All the rooms were given the names of famous 
national heroes or scientists. Bounded by one theme “Heroes and Villains, 
Saints and Fools: The People in the Book” the events and entertainments 
lasted for the whole day. At the evening groups of youths and students came 
to play intellectual games. Visitors could buy souvenirs with the logo of the 
Festival, toys and books in the foyer of ESOD.
Charity Raffle organized in cooperation with the Jewish Fund Social (JEFS) 
became special feature of the Day of Jewish Learning. The partners of the 
Festival granted awards, Jean Freedman, director of the Israeli Cultural 
Center, and a representative of the El-Al Company drew the lottery. Charity 
Raffle brought money for the families at risk support.
At the evening the lottery drew Andrey Urgant. After that the well-known actor 
and showman gave a recital and talked about heroes, sages and fools.
Simultaneous exhibition with a famous chess grandmaster Mark Taymanov 
lasted for hours and a half. Jewish elders as well as talented youngsters were 
his opponents. 
The inimitable French designer, Alla Neyman, kept with the Festival guests 
enthralling conversation about harmony in one’s choice of clothing, and the 
issue of living the life of real hero in the rhythm of modern life.
Local media widely announced and broadcasted the Day of Jewish Learning.
The event has been held by mutual efforts of the following Jewish 
organizations of St. Petersburg: “Jewish National-Cultural Autonomy — the 
Resource Center”, House of Jewish Culture ESOD, Grand Choral Synagogue, 
Israeli Cultural Center at the Embassy of the State of Israel, Charity 
Foundation “Regional Jewish Council in St. Petersburg”, Family Center 
“Adain Lo”, Jewish Agency for Israel, Hi-Tech Center “ORT-SPb”, Jewish 
Youth organization “Hillel”, Charity Center “Khesed Avraham”, Progressive 
Judaism Congregation “Shaarey Shalom”, Jewish Fund Social JEFS. The 
Federal Jewish National-Cultural Autonomy also supported the Festival.
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Trancoso, Portugal



Tzfat, Israel
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